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Mobile Application Security

Mobile Apps 
Are Vulnerable 
to Attack

Software developers are creating thousands of applications such as e-commerce, mobile 
wallets or world-class entertainment for the end user, across digital media, banking, gaming, 
travel, worship, education and more. Of course, where digital commerce grows, the hacker 
underworld follows close behind.  Stories of malware and other attacks on smartphones 
and tablets are on the rise and appear as regularly as tales of worms and viruses once 
appeared against internet-enabled personal computers.

According to Gartner, “The rush to deploy mobile applications has typically been at the 
expense of well-thought-out and secure design and support processes, and infections via 
mobile apps downloaded from app stores to mobile devices are a significant threat.”

Mobile Security Needs to be Designed for a Multi-Device 
World “

” Gartner 2013

Developers need rapid, non-
invasive, cross-platform methods to 
include security in the mobile app 
development process.

Mobile applications run on relatively open platforms such as iOS and Android 
especially once jailbroken.  These mobile apps are widely distributed, and in many 
cases, reside in untrusted environments. Malware or rogue apps are increasingly 
distributed through seemingly legitimate programs such as games, banking, shopping, 
entertainment, etc.  

Vulnerable or sensitive aspects of application code are attractive targets for 
hackers and therefore need to be secured against threats including:  decompilation 
and reverse-engineering, tampering, and data theft. Security routines such as 
authentication logic or proprietary algorithms, and data - such as secret cryptographic 
keys or sensitive financial data, are particularly critical to protect. 

Mobile Security Requires Application Protection for the 
iPhone,  Android & Beyond
The first tier of security for an end user includes antivirus, antispam and firewall 
security packages, which primarily address network related threats. However, not all 
attacks are executed through only known forms of malware, and moreover these tools 
are less effective for devices outside the enterprise network perimeter – as handheld 
devices invariably are. 

The mobile application itself has therefore become the new perimeter that 
demands security. The application must be independently secured to protect itself, 
with resilience and renewability,  to protect the assets it processes. 

Supports all key mobile platforms/OS 

Arxan Guards DEFEND, DETECT, REACT 
and ALERT to application threats.

Unique security strength through multi-
layer defense and variability

World-leading protection strength
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About Arxan
Arxan protects the App Economy from attacks in distributed or untrusted environments with the 
world’s strongest and most deployed application integrity protection products.  Arxan’s patented 
‘Guarding Technology’ is embedded directly into apps enabling them to proactively protect their 
own integrity with customized defend, detect, alert, and react security capabilities.  Arxan’s self-
defending and tamper-proof apps are deployed on over 200 million devices by leading Fortune 
500 organizations in high-tech, ISV, financial services, digital media, gaming, healthcare, and other 
enterprises.

    The value of Arxan’s security includes: 

• Cross-platform security: mobile, desktop, embedded, server 
• Multi-programming language protection (C, C++, .NET, Java, etc.)
• Military-grade security (both static and dynamic alerting capabilities)
• Binary-based (non-intrusive to the software development lifecycle)
• Proven, patented and highly configurable/customizable products

Protected apps deployed on over 200 
million devices by F500 companies.

“Best  
Security 
Software”

Although Apple and Google both provide developers with a basic API to securely deliver an application to a device., these 
licensing mechanisms are meaningless on jailbroken phones as they are outside the control of the app store. Moreover, the 
licensing libraries are not designed to protect the code, intellectual property and data associated with the application itself – 
neither during transfer, nor during installation and use. 

Applications on open platforms – whether PC or handheld – face a far more severe class of attacker, which is the Man-At-The-End 
(MATE). MATE attackers have complete insider control over the application and its execution platform.  As such they  are powerful 
enough to craft deep and comprehensive attacks against the application and its data, not only when it is executing (dynamically), 
but also when it is at rest (static attack).  

Application Protection That Works
Arxan offers two complementary products to secure code and keys in a handheld application. 

Arxan’s application hardening products for mobile platforms, provide strong, comprehensive 
and multi-platform hardening for a wide range of smartphone, tablet and embedded devices.  

Arxan’s automated code hardening instruments your application with intricate, layered 
protection by embedding a network of Guards, directly into the program.  Initial protection, 
and secure delivery of patches and updates, can be quickly implemented with minimal 
performance overhead. 

Our products offer fine-tuning capability to optimally secure the application without 
exceeding file size or performance constraints. The protection includes out of the box support 
for the iPhone, iPad, all major Android devices and all major embedded platforms, and 
interoperates with all store-specific licensing libraries.  Furthermore, the protection process is 
unobtrusive to the software development lifecycle as Guards are injected post-compile. 

Arxan’s White Box Cryptography (WBC) solution for key hiding that combines mathematical algorithms with data obfuscation 
techniques to transform keys such that they cannot be discovered or captured during a MATE attack. Mobile device platforms 
allow adversaries to monitor the program code, memory, and software input-output to analyze the execution of algorithms and 
gain access to cryptographic keys and other secret data.

Arxan Prevents
• Malware Injection
• Tampering with  
  Security Controls  
  or Sensitive
  Functions
• Reverse-Engineering 
• Unauthorized  
  Access and Fraud
• IP Theft and Piracy

 

Arxan Protects
• Brand

• Revenue

• Data

• Code Integrity

• Intellectual    

  Property

Examples of Threats:

• a tampering based attack to alter
client functionality 

 • reverse-engineering the 
application to unravel internal 
functionality, and thus create an 
exploit

• intercepting communication 
channels

• spoofing authentication


